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Abstract—Delay-constrained streaming from a moving platform is of paramount importance for applications such as
the remote control of drones, where a low-delay video stream
is required in order to provide visual feedback to the pilot
while providing high quality video at playback. In this letter
we propose a scheme based on cross-packet coding for delayconstrained streaming over block fading channels with channel
state information at the receiver only. The proposed scheme
largely enhances upon a memoryless transmission approach in
terms of average decoded rate and provides increased protection
to packets transmitted earlier within a block, which is useful for
successively compressed sources such as IPPPP video streams.
The proposed scheme approaches the asymptotic upper bound
over a wide range of SNR already for blocks with size of practical
relevance and has a comparatively low complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Real-time streaming is of paramount importance in the
context of the upcoming Tactile Internet [1]. In particular, the
video stream from remotely controlled robotic systems, such
as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), is used as feedback to the
pilot in beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) operations, so
that keeping a low delay is of paramount importance. At the
same time, good video quality at playback is required in many
applications such as advertisement or in the film industry. In
order to reduce the end-to-end latency an IPPPP video encoder
can be used 1 . In such encoder each video frame is compressed
exploiting its correlation with the previous frame only [2].
Transmission over the channel can take place before the whole
GOP is generated at the source encoder, since knowledge of
future frames is not required by the source encoder. Due to the
sequential compression, it is desirable that frames transmitted
first have higher reliability with respect to those transmitted
afterwards, in that all frames within a GOP successive to a lost
frame cannot be used. In modern video compression standards,
such as H.264, such strict interdependence is relaxed, in that a
given P frame can be encoded using as reference one or more
past frames, not necessarily the preceding one [3]. However,
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also in this case an increased protection of frames transmitted
earlier in the GOP is a desirable feature due to the memory
of the video encoder.
The last years have witness an increasing effort in the
research related to streaming applications over unreliable channels. In [4] a source streaming messages each with a different
deadline has been studied in terms of diversity-multiplexing
tradeoff (DMT). In [5] a delay-constrained streaming transmission is considered, in which all messages have to be decoded
by the same deadline. In both works the information relative
to a given message is included in all transmissions from the
moment the message is made available to the transmitter up
to the decoding deadline. In coding theory such approach
is known as cross-packet coding and has been applied in
the context of hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) to
limit the waste of bandwidth in case a packet is lost in
the channel and transmission of additional information is
required. In [6] a turbo code-based scheme is proposed. In
such scheme the first k-bits message is encoded with rate k/n
and transmitted. If the receiver can not decode it, informs
the transmitter through a feedback channel. The transmitter
turbo-encodes the first packet together with the second using
a rate 2k/(k + n), punctures the systematic bits relative to the
first one and transmits the remaining n bits. A joint decoding
of both messages is then attempted by the receiver. In [7]
low-density parity check codes (LDPC) are used. In [8] a
turbo code is considered in an HARQ context with outdated
channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT). In [9] the
problem is studied from an information theoretical perspective
considering HARQ with incremental redundancy. All such
works focus on an HARQ scenario and assume feedback at
each time slot. Furthermore, among these works, the ones
using actual channel codes consider at most 3 messages per
block. Recently [10] streaming codes have been proposed for
transmission over erasure channels. Such codes are based on
the sliding window model [11] and are optimal in such context.
In this letter we propose a novel scheme based on crosspacket coding for delay-constrained streaming applications
over block fading channels. The proposed solution is based on
LDPC codes. Unlike in [7], no puncturing is used, an arbitrary
number of packets is considered and no feedback is assumed.
Furthermore, in the proposed scheme the size of the generator
matrices grows more slowly with the block size with respect
to [7] and half the number of super-iterations is sufficient to
fully harvest the benefits of the joint encoding (JE), which
results in a scheme with comparatively low complexity. We
show that the performance in terms of frame error rate (FER)
and average decoded rate (ADR) improves with the number
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of packets that are jointly encoded. We also show that the
reliability of the different messages depends on their position
within the encoded macro-block, with earlier messages being
more protected. This is a desirable feature for systems in which
sequentially compressed data, such as videos, are transmitted.
Unlike in [10] we consider a block fading channel and propose
an approach that can be implemented using different LDPC
constructions, rather than focusing on a specific code design.
Up to our knowledge, this is the first time that such aspects
are systematically studied in the context of cross-packet coding
for streaming over block fading channel and that a coding and
decoding scheme show the practicality of a joint encoding
approach in such setup.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Let us consider a wireless point-to-point communication
system. Time is slotted, with slot duration equal to the channel
coherence time. A block fading channel between the transmitter and the receiver is considered and only channel state
information at the receiver (CSIR) is assumed. The transmitter
is made available a new k-bits message ut at the beginning of
time slot t, t = 1, . . . , M . In order to decrease the end-to-end
latency the transmitter does not wait for the whole block of
M messages to be available, but rather encodes and transmits
them as they are generated. The received signal in time slot t
is
yt = ht xt + wt ,

for I frames, which usually are larger than P frames. Note
that transmitting a frame using several channel codewords still
preserves the increased error protection of frames transmitted
earlier within a GOP.
The setup we consider is different from the one studied
in [10], where a sliding window approach is used so that
each message is to be decoded by a different deadline and
an erasure channel is considered. Unlike other previous works
on cross-packet coding, no feedback is assumed from the
receiver. Without loss of generality, a binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK) signalling is assumed for ease of exposition. Higher
order modulations can be used requiring only modifications
to the modulator/demodulator. We assume that M k ≤ n (if
a modulation of order |M| is used, the condition becomes
M k/ log2 |M| ≤ n).
The details of how messages are encoded, transmitted and
decoded are given in the next section.
III. P ROPOSED S CHEME
The overall scheme is depicted in Fig. 1.
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where ht is the fading coefficient which changes in an i.i.d.
fashion at each time slot, xt is a 1 × n vector representing
the transmitted signal while wt is a vector of i.i.d. random
variable which accounts for the noise, each
 component of
which is distributed according to N 0, σ 2 . Once the whole
macro-block of M codewords 2 is received, the receiver tries
to decode it jointly. Although in the present letter we restrict
ourselves to the case in which the decoding starts after the
whole macro-block is received, the same approach introduced
in the following can be used to attempt decoding every time
a new codeword is available. This can help to meet the lowdelay requirements for remote control of UAVs. Combining
the two decoding approaches may result in a system which
can meet the stringent delay constraints of UAV steering while
providing a high quality video at playback 3 .
With reference to the video streaming setup mentioned
in the Introduction, a macro-block of M codewords may
contain a GOP. Note that M refers to the number of channel
codewords that is required (for a given message size k) to
transport a whole GOP. However, the number of video frames
in the GOP can be different from (most likely smaller than)
M . In fact, a frame can be divided into multiple packets of k
bits before transmission in order to meet the constraints of the
physical layer, which is a common practice in video streaming
over a wireless medium. This might occur more frequently
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Figure 1. System overview. The input of a given LDPC encoder is the set of
all available messages.

A. Encoder
At time t = 1 the transmitter is made available message u1 .
This is encoded using an LDPC code with rate R1 = R =
k/n, thus generating the codeword c1 = u1 G1 , G1 being
the k × n generator matrix. The codeword c1 is mapped to
the BPSK sequence x1 using the mapping 0 → −1, 1 → +1
and transmitted over the channel within a time slot. At the
beginning of time slot t = 2, the transmitter is provided a new
message u2 . Rather than encoding it separately as in the case
of the first message, the new message is concatenated with
the previous one, thus forming the new message u02 = [u1 u2 ].
Message u02 is then encoded using a (2k)×n generator matrix
G2 . The new codeword c2 is mapped into the sequence x2
and sent over the channel. In general, at the beginning of time
slot t, the transmitter has available t messages u1 , . . . , ut .
These are concatenated into the message u0t = [u1 , . . . , ut ]
and encoded with the (tk)×n generator matrix Gt , generating
codeword ct with rate Rt = tk/n = tR. Note that the rate in
each channel block increases linearly with the channel block
index, while the overall rate remains equal to R. Note also
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that the proposed approach uses smaller generator matrices
with respect to [7]. In [6] and [7] the generated codeword
in the second slot is longer than the one in the first, due to
the concatenation of the two available packets and the fact
that the same amount of redundancy is transmitted in both
slots. The length of the signal vector sent through the channel
is kept constant in both slots by puncturing (in the second
one) the systematic bits corresponding to u1 . In [7] the size
of the generator matrix in the first slot is k × n, while in
the second slot it is (2k) × (n + k). Although the case of
a generic number of transmissions is not considered in [7],
extending such approach to the considered setup would lead
to a matrix of size (tk) × (n + (t − 1)k) in slot t, which is
larger than in the proposed scheme.
B. Decoder
The decoding takes place in two steps: a forward superiteration and a backward super-iteration. Let us consider the
first. At time block t the receiver observes the signal yt ,
described by Eqn. 1. The decoder first applies maximum ration
combining (MRC) to each of the M messages. This can
be done since, unlike in [6] [7], the systematic bits are not
punctured. Let us denote with yt [i : j] the subset of elements
of vector yt in positions i, i + i, . . . , j − 1, j. Let us also
assume that the systematic bits are located at the beginning of
the packet, while the parity bits are to be found at the end, i.e.:
ct = [u1 . . . ut st ], st being a 1 × (n − tk) vector containing
the parity of packet t. In order to decode message u1 the first
k symbols of each of the M packets are combined as follows:
z1 [1 : k] =

M
X

hm ym [1 : k],

(2)

The last n − kt symbols are set to the non-systematic part
of packet t. Once the posteriors for packet M are calculated,
the macro forward-iteration ends and the macro backwarditeration starts. The LDPC decoders are run again starting from
message M − 1 and proceeding backward until message 1.
The prior probabilities for the systematic part of block t are
set to the corresponding posteriors from block t + 1. Once the
backward iteration ends (i.e., LDPC iterations for block 1 are
completed), the final probabilities for each bit are calculated.
This is done by averaging out the a-posteriori probabilities of
each bit across all blocks in which it is present5 . Finally, a
hard decision with threshold 0.5 is performed. Note that the
hard decision on message uM can be taken right at the end of
the forward super-iteration, since the backward iteration does
not modify the a-posteriori probabilities for such message.
The forward super-iteration is depicted in Fig. 2, while the
backward super-iteration is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2. Decoder: forward super-iteration.

m=1

i.e., the first k elements of vector z1 are the combination of all
replicas of u1 (hm should be replaced by its conjugate h∗m if a
complex modulation is considered) 4 . The last n − k elements
of z1 are set to the non-systematic part of y1 , that is:
z1 [k + 1 : n] = y1 [k + 1 : n].

(3)

The decoder calculates the log-likelihood ratio vector L1 for
the first packet starting from z1 and attempts decoding using
belief propagation for a given number of iterations. The aposteriori probabilities thus obtained for message u1 are fed to
the second decoder and used as priors for the first k symbols.
Symbols from k + 1 to 2k are obtained using again MRC,
this time for message u2 . This process is iterated until block
number M . In general, at block t the L-values of the first k(t−
1) symbols are calculated using the a-posteriori probabilities
coming from the systematic part of block t − 1, while the
symbols from k(t − 1) + 1 to kt are calculated using MRC:
zt [k(t − 1) + 1 : kt] =

M
X

hm ym [k(t − 1) + 1 : kt].

(4)

m=t
4 Note that y
m in Eqn. 2 represents the received signal in slot number m.
We recall that subscript defines the slot number in which a given codeword
is received and, equivalently, the position of the codeword within the macroblock.
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Figure 3. Decoder: backward super-iteration.

IV. B ENCHMARK
The ADR is defined as R , R(1 − P LR), PLR being the
packet loss rate. In [5] it is shown that the JE approach is
asymptotically optimal in the sense that:
(
R, if R < C
lim R =
(5)
M →∞
0, if R > C,
5 This is to avoid taking the final decision based one single block, as it
might suffer from deep fading.
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where C is the ergodic capacity. According to 5, at most
an ADR equal to R can be approached in the limit of
infinite M if this is lower than the ergodic capacity. As
mentioned in Section II, we consider a BPSK modulation
for the sake of clarity and without loss of generality. The
corresponding ergodic capacity can be calculated starting from
the expression for the capacity of an antipodal modulation
[12], and averaging it out with respect to the distribution of
the channel coefficients, thus obtaining the following:
" 1
(
(
1
X
1X
C = Eh 1 −
Ew log2
2 n=0
i=0


(n)
|a h + w − a(i) h|2 − |w|2
,
(6)
exp −
2σ 2
where a(0) = +1, a(1) = −1, w ' N (0, σ 2 ) and Ex {.} is the
expectation with respect to x.
As a side remark we point out that, as observed in [5], the
JE approach is asymptotically optimal as long as R < C,
while better approaches can be found otherwise. In fact, as
shown in Eqn. (5), if the rate exceeds the ergodic capacity the
ADR goes to zero in the limit of infinite M . This may lead to
poor performance if the value of C is not known with sufficient
accuracy or if a rate R > C is imposed at application level. As
the results in [5] suggest, in such cases an approach based on
MT, signal superposition or time-sharing might perform better
than JE in terms of ADR. A comparison of the performance
achieved by a practical implementation of such approaches
cannot be tackled here for a matter of space and goes beyond
the scope of the present letter.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed approach in
terms of ADR, message-FER and block-FER. The messageFER is the FER for a given message within a block while the
block-FER is the average FER across the block. All generator
matrices have been randomly generated according to [13]. We
set k = 20 and n = 4500. The number of LDPC iterations
was set to 50 and Rayleigh fading was considered. In Fig.
4 the ADR is plotted against the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
1/σ 2 for blocks of size 1 (memoryless transmission (MT)),
2, 10 and 200 6 . The upper bound min{R, C} is also plotted
and the point at which R = C is highlighted on such curve.
From the figure it can be seen that the ADR increases with
the block size, getting closer to the theoretical upper bound as
the number M of messages per block grows larger. Although
the result presented in [5] is an asymptotic one, the proposed
scheme shows a significant improvement with respect to the
MT case already for M = 200. In Fig. 5 the message-FER
curves for a block with M = 10 messages is shown. In
order to have a clean picture only the curves for messages
in the set {1, 4, 7, 10} are shown. The figure shows that
messages transmitted earlier in the block are more protected
with respect to messages transmitted later (a similar behaviour
6 Note that, as mentioned in Section II, the number of frames in a GOP
transported by a macro-block of size M can be significantly smaller than
M , since a frame can be divided into several message blocks to meet the
constraints of the physical layer.
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Figure 4. Average decoded rate for blocks with 1 (MT), 2, 10 and 200
messages. The upper bound min{C, R} is also shown.

is observed also in the rest of messages that are not shown
in the figure). This is a desirable feature for transmission
of sequentially compressed sources with delay constraints,
such as real-time IPPPP video streams. In fact, due to the
sequential compression, messages transmitted later within a
block rely on previous ones in order to be decoded. Losing
any of the previous messages would result in the impossibility
to reconstruct the data from that point onwards.
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Figure 5. FER for messages u1 , u4 , u7 and u10 within a block of size 10.
The FER increases with the message number, thus giving more protection
to messages transmitted earlier. This is a desirable feature for sequentially
encoded sources, such as, but not limited to, video streams with an IPPPP
structure.

Besides providing increased protection against errors in
earlier blocks, the proposed scheme also allows to decrease
the block-FER with respect to MT. This can be seen in Fig.
6, where the block-FER is plotted against the SNR. As shown
in the figure, the block-FER decreases for a given SNR as the
number of messages per block increases.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
Motivated by the problem of delay-constrained streaming
from UAVs requiring high quality videos in playback, we
proposed a new scheme based on cross-packet coding for
transmission over a block fading channel with channel state
information at the receiver only. The proposed scheme largely
enhances upon a memoryless transmission approach in terms
of average decoded rate and provides higher reliability to
messages transmitted earlier within a block, which is desirable
for successively compressed sources such as, but not limited
to, IPPPP videos. The proposed scheme approaches the asymptotic upper bound over a wide range of SNR already for blocks
with size of practical relevance. Up to our knowledge this is the
first time that cross-packet coding is applied in such context.
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